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Introduction 

This was the third paper for WBS13 paper and overall, candidates’ performance 

showed a sound grasp of business concepts. Answers suggested that candidates, 

on the whole, had been well prepared for this paper. There appeared to be good 

use of business terminology throughout all sections of the paper. 

The better candidates demonstrated excellent application of their knowledge to 

the precise question set, compared to candidates who attempted questions from a 

‘common sense’ approach rather than demonstrating any business concepts. 

The examination paper required candidates to apply their understanding; better 

candidates performed strongly, with clear development of points. Examination 

timing appeared to be very good with the majority of candidates completing the 

paper in the allocated time. 

 

Question 1a:  

This was marked using a points based mark scheme with Knowledge =1, 

Application =2, Analysis = 1.The Knowledge mark was awarded for benefit of test 

marketing and not the definition and this will always be the case for an ‘Explain’ 

question.  

Many candidates once again started their response with a definition which cannot 

be rewarded. Marks were awarded for a valid benefit and most candidates focused 

on how test marketing could be used to reduce risk when launching worldwide.  

Application marks were awarded for USING the information from the Extracts 

rather than just copying large amounts. Some candidates only used one example 

of Application and this question requires two separate examples of Application. 

For the Analysis mark, marks were awarded for the development of how test 

marketing could benefit McDonald’s.  

  



 
 

This response scored all 4 marks: 

 

 

Question 1b:  

This question was very poorly answered overall with many candidates unable to 

correctly calculate the mark-up figure. When candidates did correctly calculate the 

mark-up, answers were not given to two decimal places or often the percentage 

sign was omitted. Correct answers which do not include the percentage sign can 

only achieve a maximum of 3 marks so it is essential the correct units are always 

used. This is the same for not giving the answer to two decimal places. It is 

advisable to show all workings including the formula. Marks can still be awarded 

for showing a correct mark-up formula and correct workings even with an 

incorrect answer.  

This response scored 3 marks due to omitting the percentage sign: 

 



 
 

Levels-based questions – a holistic approach 

The new IAL specification continues to use marking descriptors for all levels-based 

questions. It is essential that centres look at these and understand how these are 

different to the legacy specification. The levels-based mark schemes are applied in 

a holistic way rather than looking for individual Assessment Objectives. This means 

that a candidate who attempts evaluation with some context will not necessarily 

be placed in the top levels and could only achieve a lower level if the evaluation is 

weak.  

 

Question 1c:  

This was the first levels-based question on the paper and marks were awarded for 

use of the Extracts to discuss the possible impact on physical resources from the 

introduction of plant-based products. Some candidates were able to talk in detail 

about how McDonald’s may have to buy more physical equipment to be able to 

storage and cook the new plant-based products. Unfortunately, many candidates 

simply copied large chunks of the information from the Extracts rather than using 

it to support their argument. For the counter argument marks were awarded for 

some understanding of how McDonalds has already ventured in this area before 

so the impact might be minimal in terms of the impact on the physical resources 

required. Many candidates ignored the command word ‘Discuss’ and only gave a 

one-sided response. A conclusion is not required for 8 mark questions. 

 

  



 
 

This response scored level 3 and 7 marks: 

 

 

Question 1d:  

Marks were awarded for an assessment of the opportunities and threats from 

McDonald’s introducing plant-based products. The Extracts did provide many 

examples of data which candidates could use to help contextualise their responses 

for both sides of the assessment. Many candidates were able to show how plant 

based products might create opportunities for McDonald’s particularly from the 

growth in demand for non-meat products in restaurants. The counter argument 

was often centred on the fact rivals such as KFC had already entered this market 

and only a small percentage of people interviewed considered themselves to be 

vegetarian. A conclusion/judgement was required for 12 mark question but was 

not often seen. Candidates must provide a balanced assessment and an 

awareness of competing arguments to access the higher levels.  



 
 

This response achieved level 4 and 10 marks: 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Question 1e: 

The second 12 mark Assess question was focused on the benefits for McDonald’s 

of using CPA to help to redesign the drive-throughs. Unfortunately, it was evident 

that many candidates did not know what was meant by CPA. Instead many 

candidates incorrectly focused their assessments on whether McDonald’s should 

redesign its drive-throughs or not. The counter argument, when provided, tended 

to be generic in nature. A conclusion was required for this question but was often 

lacking.  

  



 
 

This response achieved level 4 and 10 marks: 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Question 2:  

This question required candidates to carry out an evaluation of whether the 

turnaround for Tesco was due to Dave Lewis’ transformative leadership style or if 

other factors contributed to its success. Unfortunately many candidates failed to 

achieve the higher levels due to simply copying out large parts from the source 

material rather than demonstrating any clear understanding of transformative 

leadership. Better responses did refer to changes in culture, motivation of 

employees and inspiring change from the top down. The counter argument saw 

candidates using the data in the charts to argue that interest rates and the 

external economic environment caused the financial improvement for Tesco 

rather than Dave Lewis’ leadership style. 

The quality of the evaluation is key to accessing the higher levels on the 20 mark 

questions. Some of the better responses were much more selective in their 

approach, focusing on the depth of evaluation rather than breadth. Better 

candidates used the information in the Extracts to help contextualise responses 

rather than copy out large chunks. Many of the responses in level 4 were able to 

provide an effective conclusion that suggested a solution and/or recommendation. 

  



 
 

This response achieved level 4 and 18 marks. 

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

  



 
 

Question 3:  

This question required a detailed evaluation of the use of share ownership to 

improve productivity and employee retention for Richer Sounds.  Better 

candidates also consider the benefits of using share ownership over other non-

financial methods and supported their evaluation with the data from the Extracts. 

Overall the performance and the quality of evaluation was significantly better 

compared to Question 2.  

  



 
 

This response achieved level 4 and 20 marks. It is an outstanding response.  

 

 

 



 
 

 

 



 
 

 

  



 
 

Summary 

There are several points which could raise performance in future sittings. Based on 

their performance on this paper candidates are offered the following advice: 

• Read the questions carefully in terms of the command words. It was clear 

that some candidates were not aware of the demands of the question or 

how to structure their responses. 

• Quantitative Skills will be tested throughout the paper and these may be in 

the form of calculations, diagrams or using the data from the Extracts. 

• For calculation questions, it is essential that the answer has the correct 

units or is to two decimal places (if specified). 

• The ‘Explain’ questions will always have two Application marks so ensure 

that there is enough context in the response to gain both marks. Do not 

simply copy out the Extracts – for Application to be rewarded, it must be 

used within the response and not tagged on at the beginning or end of the 

response. 

• Do not define the key term in the ‘Explain’ questions. The Knowledge mark 

is for the reason, the impact or the aim. 

• Discuss – this question requires both sides of an argument and is not one-

sided. A conclusion is not required.  

• The command words ‘Assess and ‘Evaluate’ are evaluative command words 

so candidates must provide both sides of a business argument in order to 

achieve full marks with a supported conclusion.  

• Use of relevant context is required throughout and this can be from the 

Extracts provided or using examples provided by the candidate themselves. 

The Extracts are there for a reason – so use them however do not copy out 

large sections of the Extracts. For Application to be rewarded, it must be 

used and integrated into the response rather than separate.  

• Use business concepts rather than generic ‘common sense’ answers. 

• Examination timings – make sure there is enough time to answer the 20 

mark questions in Section B and Section C. 
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